
When I first read on the band's official website that Nine Inch Nails would be playing live in Berlin on July 2nd
this year I knew I had to be there. It was in the German capital that I saw them for the first time ever, as a 
rebellious, emaciated 18-year-old with a predilection for psychoactive substances and chronic depression, 
one for whom Trent Reznor was a god. They were promoting their double release “Fragile” (1999), a lyrically 
dramatically beautiful and musically perfect creation, as well as an ingenious touring machine, etched into 
my memory thanks to the visuals projected on a giant, transparent screen.

NIN has since been a sonic role model, a sound which I strive to achieve in my compositions so, after 
listening to their studio albums and watching live performances on YouTube for 18 years, I finally decided to 
leave the house and go to a concert other than my own. You can imagine my surprise and disappointment 
when, like every good fanboy, I paid double the price for black market tickets since they were all sold out 
before I even had a chance to react and buy one at any authorized ticket agent... but... this is not the time or 
place to talk about the faulty selling system because I can bet people smarter than me have written about it.

“On the day of the concert, strolling around Berlin, here and there, although far too often, I would see people
dressed in black with the characteristic three-letter logo of the undisputed king of American industrial music 
who, after a career spanning three decades on the global stage, still holds surprises in store”, I kept saying to
myself all the way to the subway station to remember what I'm writing now. ”Pictures in my head of the final 
destination/ all lined up/ (all the ones that aren't allowed to stay)” I suddenly heard, pulled out of my reverie. 
The U-bahn en route to the vicinity of Zitadelle Spandau where the show would be held was packed with 
such people. “Tried to save myself but myself keeps slipping away”, Trent went on singing through my 
headphones, chosen at random from my phone's entire playlist. The track was a perfect match to Zitadelle 
Spandau itself, “a four bastion watchtower is one of the most significant, best-preserved Renaissance 
fortresses in Europe and looks imposing, despite only the 13th-century Julius tower, currently serving as an 
observation deck, and the 15th-century palas remaining from the older medieval castle”, as I read in the 
guidebook; it's located quite a long distance from the station where we all departed the train. The venue's 
capacity is up to 10 000 people, so an endless crowd streamed between the supermarket - and no doubt its 
alcohol section - and the entrance to the castle grounds. The late afternoon was slowly turning into evening 
when I went through security after a thorough check, which was quite encouraging rather than being 
irritating, given the risk every large event in 2018 entails.

While waiting for the concert, we wandered around aimlessly through the grounds with the photographer, 
Gracjan Donarski, my friend since elementary school, who also came along with me to NIN 18 years ago and
whose pictures you can see while reading this article – of course we ended up at the back of the line to the 
bar. History repeating itself once again... “Oh, hi, Adam”, I said automatically offering a handshake and 
adjusting my t-shirt with the BEHEMOTH 93 sign on the back, the only clean tshirt left after long tattoo guest 
spot I was coming back from, slightly surprised to see the smiling Nergal behind me. Mr. Darski turned out to 
be nice and unpretentious, high-fiving and posing for the countless selfies people asked to take with him. It 
was around then that the DJ support act, VATIKAN SHADOW, began his hopelessly bad set, boring me 
beyond belief. He seemed to be having a great time all by himself, giving us the middle middle finger every 
now and again.

Nine Inch Nails came on stage at 9pm bathed in smoke machine clouds and some very real dust invading 
from everywhere to the sounds of Angelo Badalamenti's “Fireman”. When the last note of the track written by
the author of the Twin Peaks soundtrack fell silent, “Branches/Bones” immediately came in, also the opening 
track of the “Not the Actual Events” EP (2016). A wall of sound in the remnants of the sun setting somewhere
out there, no longer important. The audience's attention was now focused entirely on the lights, energy and 
music generated on stage by Trent and his crew. “Wish”, which they played next, disoriented me somewhat, 
because it's a track from “Pretty Hate Machine”(1989), but totally swept me off my feet and I realized that I'm 
unwittingly screaming my face off with the rest of many others enjoying the show. It turned out that the 
concert was full of such surprises, since NIN played songs from the entirety of their 30-year-long career, 
showcasing newer tracks all the time, eg. the live version of “Reptile (with Closer tease)” ripped my head off 
and right after that I was confronted with “Shit Mirror”, an eccentrically dark, monumental and provocative 
meld of music and lyrics which clearly shows that Nine Inch Nails continues to create material that sounds 
innovative without giving up its signature claws. We listened to “Gave Up” further away from the stage, right 
by the bar, where the sound was better in my opinion. “Even Deeper”, the second last song played live that 
evening, slowly morphed into “Hurt, a track which they've always played to end the gig since “Downward The



Spiral” (1994) was released and that's when we knew it was the beginning of the end of this magical evening
and the start of an ordinary July night.

My voice hoarse and myself entranced by the ongoing freshness of NIN playing live, I headed towards the 
exit, only to get stuck in a wild crowd which amassed at the gates. I was forced to spend the rest of the night 
in a car going back home, but that didn't bother me much, since Nine Inch Nails was still trickling from the 
speakers. There can only be one conclusion: I have to leave the studio more often than once every 18 years 
and go to my favorite bands' concerts.
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